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Abstract

Energy efficient and reliable communication is extremely crucial in most of the applications of Wireless Body Area Networks

(WBANs). Communication between sensor nodes is the major energy guzzler that limits the network lifetime and hence, disrupt

WBAN’s operation. Moreover, unreliability in wireless communication caused by the channel impairments, such as shadowing

and fading, further exacerbate the situation. This paper presents a new three-stage cooperative relaying scheme which proves to be

energy efficient and reliable for WBANs. Analytical expressions for the Energy Efficiency (EE) and Packet Error Rate (PER) are

also derived in this study.
c© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction

WBANs are designed to monitor functions of human body and its surrounding environment. These are short range

communication networks which are formed by low-powered sensor nodes (nodes). Such networks come with great

number of applications such as, detection of human body postures and activity, monitoring of diet and vital signs and

support for other health crisis. Placement of nodes in WBANs may be in-body, on-body or off-body. Whereas, the

former allows communication between in-body or implanted sensors and base station/sink, the latter allows commu-

nication between on-body or wearable devices and sink. The IEEE 802.15 Task Group 6 has approved the standard

for the physical layer and Medium Access Control (MAC) layer for short range on-body, in-body or off-body wireless

communications1.
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Like in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs), major issues in WBANs are energy management and reliable data deliv-

ery. Due to small dimensions, sensor nodes have limited energy resources. In WBANs, sensor nodes are small in

number and it is unfeasible to replace them frequently because of energy depletion. Communication is the major en-

ergy guzzler that limits the network lifetime and hence, disrupt the WBAN’s operation. Moreover, physical movement

of body parts also causes variable path loss due to shadowing2,3. To avoid fading in wireless channel, cooperative

communication schemes have gained significant attention as an efficient strategy for providing spatial diversity. In

a typical cooperative communication scenario, the source transmits information to the destination not only through

direct link but also use relays for this purpose. Such schemes provide spatial diversity and may improve EE as well4.

Conventional cooperative networks make an inefficient use of the channel resources because relays always forward

the source signal to the destination regardless of the channel conditions.

By utilizing cooperative communication, network topology can be made more energy efficient and reliable. For a

specific relay selection, the relaying strategy can be fixed, selective or incremental. In fixed relaying, relays always

forward the received data after certain processing on it. Whereas, selective relaying makes use of instantaneous

channel information to decide between relay forwarding and source re-transmission in second phase. Whenever the

Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) of a source-to-relay link is above a certain fixed threshold, the relay forwards its received

signal towards the destination to achieve the benefits of cooperative diversity; otherwise the source retransmits its data

to destination. In incremental relaying, a short feedback, indicating success or failure of sent data, from the destination

is used. Relay(s) is (are) allowed to forward signal only when direct transmission fails otherwise source continues with

the next data packet. This approach reduces energy consumption and total transmission time of a network. Incremen-

tal relaying adapts to channel conditions and increases spectral efficiency by saving channel resources. Incremental

relaying protocols are extensions of incremental redundancy protocols, or hybrid Automatic-Repeat reQuest (ARQ)5.

In this research, we first analyze three different communication schemes. Comparison of direct communication with

incremental cooperative communication schemes is given in6. Performance evaluation shows that incremental two

relay-based cooperative communication performs well in terms of PER at the cost of EE than direct and single relay

incremental cooperation. We then propose our new incremental relay-based cooperative communication scheme for

on-body WBANs. In this scheme, 3-stage relaying is implemented to increase the reliability of network by reducing

PER. We also derive analytical expressions for the PER and the EE of proposed three-stage cooperative communi-

cation scheme. Simulation results show that the proposed scheme achieves less PER with more diversity and high

channel utilisation than contemporary incremental cooperative schemes.

2. Related work

Many energy efficient and reliable routing protocols are designed for WSNs and WBANs. Different cooperative

communication schemes are proposed to make efficient use of available resources. A survey is presented in7, in

which an overview of WBANs is presented. Paper also focused on the discussion of different communications types

and problems related to them . Authors also provided an investigation of sensor devices, physical layer, data link layer,

and radio technology in WBAN. Different projects that are being proposed in the field of BANs are also discussed in

this survey paper.

Authors in8, focused on the possible advantages of cooperative transmission for implanted sensors. Spatial diver-

sity of multiple single-antenna terminals is exploited to reduce total power consumed by implanted sensors. A simple

Opportunistic Large Array (OLA) technique is proposed to save the energy of nodes. OLA is supposed to avoid the

overhead caused by cluster and cluster leaders.

Cooperative transmission protocol is presented in9. Some nodes, near the sink, are equipped with extra energy to

relieve them of their burden. The protocol extends cooperative transmission range if residual energy of next-hop node

is low.

A cooperative WBAN protocol is proposed in10 that is able to support multi-hop communication along with co-

operation. This protocol extends the cooperation at MAC layer to cross-layered gradient based routing. Authors

proposed a scheme in which dedicated relays or cooperative routing approach or combination of both is utilized to

increase EE and reliability of network11. Energy consumption and network lifetime of a single-hop WBAN and a
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multi-hop network are compared. A propagation model is also proposed in this study for communication along the

human body.

In12, several schemes for multi-hop cooperative relaying are proposed to increase the lifetime of WBANs. Different

models are presented for delay spread and mean excess delay in time-domain. Propagation measurements are made

on real human body in a multi-path environment.

Cooperative WBAN is proposed in13 and analysis of channel models, system performance and spatial diversity

gain for two relay cooperation is made. Sitting posture of human body is considered to study the on-body radio

propagation in time-domain ultra-wide band channel.

Authors in14, utilized cooperative communication to reduce the BER and to improve the network lifetime of

WBAN. A mobile device aided cooperative transmission scheme is proposed for BANs.

In15, authors considered the topology for WBAN as a time-varying fully connected network instead of a star

structure. It is observed that opportunistic cooperative mechanism based on a decode-and-forward protocol may

address the problems in multi-hop mesh topology. This improves the PER probability by using multi-hop links

instead of direct link.

In16, authors evaluated the performance of cooperative relaying schemes for improving the robustness of WBANs

and take PER outage probability as performance parameter. Some sensors are selected to provide redundant links for

other nodes having worst channel conditions.

In17, outage performance and EE of direct transmission, and single and multi-relay cooperation schemes are ana-

lyzed in the context of WBANs. To minimize the energy consumption, authors study the problem of optimal power

allocation with the constraint of targeted outage probability.

A protocol is presented in18 which considers the possibility of outage between two communicating nodes. For

bandwidth efficiency, incremental relaying cooperation strategy is used in this paper. Trade-off between gains in the

transmit power and the losses due to extra processing and receiving power consumption at the relay and destination

nodes required for cooperation is analyzed.

3. Motivation

In WBANs, low energy consumption of sensor nodes with reliable and quick delivery of data is of special concern.

Direct link between transmitter and receiver is appropriate to deliver data from source to destination in WBANs.

However, links between nodes may experience path-loss due to fading or noise in both Line-of-Sight (LOS) and Non-

LOS (NLOS) scenarios. Less SNR at any particular time, causes packet drop at sink due to more BER than maximum

allowed BER. Therefore, an efficient and reliable topology for WBAN is required which ensures greater throughput

with less energy consumption of sensor nodes. Conventional cooperative communication proves to be more reliable

by providing cooperative links other than direct link for the transmission of same information. To reduce the energy

consumed by cooperative nodes in conventional cooperation, incremental relay-based approach is used in the literature

to wisely utilize the merits of both direct and cooperative links. This type of cooperative communication increases the

EE of WBAN. Major objectives behind this research is: (i) to study the effects of incremental relay-based cooperation

with different number of cooperative relays/nodes, (ii) to improve the EE of conventional cooperative scheme by using

incremental relay-based cooperative scheme

4. Reliable and energy efficient cooperative communication

We consider a WBAN which consists of on-body sensor nodes which are supposed to transmit their sensed data

to coordinator/sink attached with the body. Ultimate destination for each node is sink and it is assumed that sink has

a constant power supply with no energy constraint. We propose a three-stage cooperation protocol for WBAN and

compare its analytical and simulation results with the contemporary schemes. As the distances between sensor nodes

in WBAN is small, so it is assumed that all the nodes are within the transmission range of each other. Communication

is considered to be half-duplex. Fig. 1 explains the system model of proposed scheme.

Our proposed WBAN scheme consists of four communication phases. There are three potential relays R1, R2 and R3

available for a source node. Proposed scheme has a three stage ARQ mechanism as shown in Fig. 1. In the first phase

of cooperation, the source transmits the data packet to the destination, and all three relays overhear this packet. If the
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destination node decodes the packet successfully in the first phase, it sends a short feedback in the form of positive

acknowledgement (ACK 1) which indicates that there is no need of relaying. However, if the destination node fails

to decode the data packet correctly, a negative acknowledgement (NACK 1) is sent which is also heard by all relays.

After this three stage relaying process is invoked. If relay R1 has received and decoded the data packet correctly in

the first phase, it forwards that packet to the destination during the second phase. If packet is decoded successfully

at destination, it transmits back ACK (ACK 2), and hence, the first stage of cooperative relaying becomes successful.

Otherwise, destination node sends NACK (NACK 2), implying the need for second stage of cooperative relaying.

Upon overhearing NACK 2, relay R2 forwards the data packet, which is received correctly in the first phase, to the

destination in the third phase. If the destination node is able to decode the packet successfully, it sends back ACK 3,

otherwise it sends NACK 3, which indicates the failure of second stage of cooperation as well. It may be noted that,

even if R1 does not transmit in the second phase (due to decoding failure at R1), R2 can forward the packet to the

destination in the third phase, if it had received the packet correctly in the first phase. Same is the case with third relay

R3, if R2 is unable to decode the packet in the first phase or destination fails to decode and receive the packet correctly

from R2, R3 is responsible to transmit that data packet to the destination. If the destination node is able to decode

the packet successfully, the success of third stage of relaying is occurred otherwise the packet is considered dropped.

Fig. 1 shows the incremental cooperative communication model for three stage relaying. By providing more potential

relays for a single source node, we can achieve more reliability at the cost of transmission delay and EE which are not

feasible in WBANs.

In the next section, we present expressions for the PER and EE for the three stage relaying scheme and to explain

Fig. 1: 3-stage incremental cooperative communication

signal propagation. Expressions for single and two stage relaying communication schemes may be seen in6. Our

derived expressions are mostly dependent on distance between sensor nodes.

5. Analysis of 3-stage incremental cooperative communication

In this section, we present the expressions for calculating PER for three-stage incremental relaying. We also

analyze the overall energy consumption for our proposed cooperative scheme. It is assumed that, link between two

nodes in WBAN is affected by path loss, shadowing and Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN). According to2, the

path loss model for WBAN, which is dependant on distance d between communicating nodes, is based on the Friis

formula in free space and is described by:

PL(d) = PL(do) + 10nlog
d
do
, (1)

where PL(do) is the path loss in dB at a reference distance do and n is the path loss exponent that is different for

different scenarios. Path loss due to distance may vary with the body movement and certain changes in surrounding
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environment. It may differ from the mean value and this phenomena is called shadowing. Shadowing may also occur

in static body. By considering the factor of shadowing, the total path loss may be given as:

PL = PL(d) + Xσ. (2)

Here Xσ is a shadowing factor in dB which is a Gaussian-distributed random variable with zero mean and a standard

deviation, σ. According to channel model for WBAN given in2, SNR at the receiver end is computed as:

γ(dB) = PT − PL − PN , (3)

where PT is the transmit power and PN is the noise power for all nodes.

5.1. PER analysis

For three-stage incremental relaying, it is assumed that there are three potential relays, R1, R2 and R3 available to

cooperate with the source. Let PERS R1
, PERS R2

, PERS R3
, PERR1D, PERR2D and PERR3D represent the probability of

error of source-to-relay R1 (S − R1), source-to-relay R2 (S − R2), source-to-relay R3, (S − R3), relay R1-to-destination

(R1 − D), relay R2-to-destination (R2 − D) and relay R3-to-destination (R3 − D) links, respectively.

The three-stage relaying process fails if one of the following events occur:

(i) the four links, S − D, S − R1, S − R2 and S − R3 fail;

(ii) S − D, S − R2 and S − R3 links fail, S − R1 link is error free, R1 decodes and forwards but R1 − D link fails;

(iii) direct communication, S-R1, S-R3 links fail, relay R3 decodes and forwards the data packet, but R3 −D link fails;

(iv) S −D, S −R1 and S −R3 links fail while S −R2 link is error free, R2 decodes and forwards but fails due to channel

error in R2 − D link;

(v) S − D link fails, S − R1, S − R2 and S − R3 links fail, whereas, R1 − D, R2 − D and R3 − D link is in error;

(vi) S − D and S − R3 link fail, S − R1 and S − R2 link is error free, but R1 − D and S − R2 links fail;

(vii) S −D, S −R1 link fail, S −R2 and S −R3 link are error free, R2 and R3 decode and forward the packet but R2 −D
and R − 3 − D link fail;

(viii) S −D, S −R2 link fail, S −R1 andS −R3 link are error free, R1 and R3 decode and forward the packet but R1 −D
and R3 − D link fail.

Hence, the PER for the three-stage relaying scheme is given by the following:

PER(3)
CC = PERS DPERS R1

PERS R2
PERS R3

+ PERS DXPERS R2
PERS R3

PERR1D

+ PERS DPERS R1
YPERS R3

PERR2D

+ PERS DPERS R1
PERS R2

ZPERR3D

+ PERS DXYZPERR1DPERR2DPERR3D

+ PERS DXYPERS R3
PERR1DPERR2DPERS R3D

+ PERS DPERS R1
YZPERR1DPERR3D

+ PERS DXPERS R2
ZPERR1DPERR3D.

(4)

Here, W = (1 − PERS D), X = (1 − PERS R1
), Y = (1 − PERS R2

) and Z = (1 − PERS R3
).

5.2. EE analysis

Analysis is made according to energy model given in14. This model considers the energy required to run the

circuitry of transmitter and receiver for both data and ACK/NACK packets. The total energy consumed in the trans-
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mission of a data packet is computed below for three stage relaying process.

EE(3)
CC,DAT A =

[(ET Xelec + 4ERXelec +
PT

R
)W

+ (2ET Xelec + 5ERXelec + 2
PT

R
)PERS DX

+ (2ET Xelec + 5ERXelec + 2
PT

R
)PERS DPERS R1

Y

+ (2ET Xelec + 5ERXelec + 2
PT

R
)PERS DPERS R1

PERS R2
Z + (2ET Xelec + 5ERXelec + 2

PT

R
)PERS D

XPERR1DPERS R2
Z + (3ET Xelec + 6ERXelec + 3

PT

R
)

PERS DXPERR1DYPERR2DPERS R3

+ (4ET Xelec + 7ERXelec + 4
PT

R
)PERS DXPERR1DY

PERR2DZ + (ET Xelec + 4ERXelec +
PT

R
)

PERS DPERS R1
PERS R2

PERS R3
](L + H).

(5)

Where, L is the packet size and H is overhead size in bits. ET Xelec and ERXelec are the energies required for transmitter

and receiver electronics in transmitting and receiving one bit, respectively. R is the data rate and PT is the output

transmit power.

We find the total energy consumption of all the events in which packet transmission is successful:

(i) The probability of successful direct transmission is (1−PERS D). Three relays overhear the packet which consumes

receiving energy of all three relay, (ET Xelec + 4ERXelec +
PT
R ).

(ii) The direct link (S-D) fails and first relay R1 correctly receives and decodes the message from source. R1 forwards

the packet to the destination with probability PERS D(1 − PERS R1
) which results in total energy consumption per bit

of (2ET Xelec + 5ERXelec + 2 PT
R ).

(iii) In case S − D and S − R1 links fail and S − R2 link is error free. The energy consumption is same as in (ii).

(iv) In case S −D ,S −R1 and S −R2 links fail and S −R3 link is error free. The energy consumption is same as in (ii).

(v) S −D link fails,S −R1 link error free, and R1 decodes and forwards the message to the destination. S −R2 and R1−D
links fail and S −R3 link is error free. The probability of this event is PERS D(1−PERS R1

)PERR1DPERS R2
(1−PERS R3

)

and energy consumption per bit is same as (ii).

(vi) The S − D link fails, S − R1 and S − R2 links are error free, and R1 − D, R2 − D and S − R3 links are in error

with total probability of PERS D(1− PERS R1
)PERR1D(1− PERS R2

)PERR2DPERS R3
and energy consumption per bit is

(3ET Xelec + 6ERXelec + 3 PT
R ).

(vii) Direct link fails, S − R1, S − R2 and S − R3 are error free links, whereas, R1 − D and R2 − D links are in error

with the total probability of PERS D(1− PERS R1
)PERR1D(1− PERS R2

)PERR2D(1− PERS R3
). Energy consumption per

bit is (4ET Xelec + 7ERXelec + 4 PT
R ).

(viii) All four links from source to destination and relays fail with probability PERS DPERS R1
PERS R2

PERS R3
. The

energy consumption per bit for this event is (ET Xelec +4ERXelec +
PT
R ). Total energy consumption also includes the energy
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involved in the transmission of ACK/NACK packets and is computed as follows:

EE(3)
CC,ACK/NACK =

[(ET Xelec + 4ERXelec +
PT

R
)

+ (ET Xelec + 4ERXelec +
PT

R
)PERS DX

+ (ET Xelec + 3ERXelec +
PT

R
)PERS DXYPERR1D

+ (ET Xelec + 3ERXelec +
PT

R
)PERS DPERS R1

Y

+ (ET Xelec + 3ERXelec +
PT

R
)PERS DPERS R1

(PERS R2
)Z

+ (ET Xelec + 3ERXelec +
PT

R
)PERS DcPERS R1

PERR2DZ](A + H).

(6)

Where A is the size of ACK/NACK in bits. Energy consumption is same for the transmission and reception of both

ACK and NACK. Therefore, the EE of three-relay based cooperative communication is computed as follows:

η(3)
CC =

(1 − PER3
CC)xL

E3
CC,DAT A + EE(3)

CC,ACK/NACK

. (7)

Where x=(ET Xelec+4ERXelec+
PT
R ).

6. Conclusion

In this study, we have analyzed incremental cooperative communication for WBANs. Incremental relay-based

cooperation with different number of cooperative nodes as relays is studied analytically. The distance between all the

sensor nodes in WBAN is short and all the sensor nodes are within the range of each other. Therefore, all sensor nodes

may cooperate with each other to forward the data to sink. To avoid more energy consumption we limit the number of

cooperative nodes to three and utilize incremental relaying approach. Analytical expressions are derived for proposed

scheme and three-stage incremental relaying is compared with single and two-stage relaying.
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